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Abstract
Successful socialization requires the ability of understanding of others’ mental states. This ability called as mentalization
(Theory of Mind) may become deficient and contribute to everyday life difficulties in multiple sclerosis. We aimed to explore
the impact of brain pathology on mentalization performance in multiple sclerosis. Mentalization performance of 49 patients
with multiple sclerosis was compared to 24 age- and gender matched healthy controls. T1- and T2-weighted three-
dimensional brain MRI images were acquired at 3Tesla from patients with multiple sclerosis and 18 gender- and age
matched healthy controls. We assessed overall brain cortical thickness in patients with multiple sclerosis and the scanned
healthy controls, and measured the total and regional T1 and T2 white matter lesion volumes in patients with multiple
sclerosis. Performances in tests of recognition of mental states and emotions from facial expressions and eye gazes
correlated with both total T1-lesion load and regional T1-lesion load of association fiber tracts interconnecting cortical
regions related to visual and emotion processing (genu and splenium of corpus callosum, right inferior longitudinal
fasciculus, right inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus). Both of these tests showed correlations with specific
cortical areas involved in emotion recognition from facial expressions (right and left fusiform face area, frontal eye filed),
processing of emotions (right entorhinal cortex) and socially relevant information (left temporal pole). Thus, both
disconnection mechanism due to white matter lesions and cortical thinning of specific brain areas may result in cognitive
deficit in multiple sclerosis affecting emotion and mental state processing from facial expressions and contributing to
everyday and social life difficulties of these patients.
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Introduction
Cognitive decline is a common clinical manifestation of multiple
sclerosis (MS) with an estimated prevalence between 40–65%
[1,2]. Previous studies investigating characteristics of cognitive
dysfunction in MS found that working memory and information
processing are most frequently impaired, followed by deficits in
verbal and visuo-spatial learning and memory, executive functions,
and visual processing [1,2]. Quantitative MRI studies suggested
relationship between cognitive deficit in MS and a wide range of
pathologies: white matter (WM) lesion load, cortical lesion load,
whole brain atrophy, cortical and deep gray matter atrophy, and
diffuse abnormalities of brain tissue only revealed by techniques
such as magnetization transfer or diffusion tensor MRI [3].
Deficits of general intellectual abilities significantly interfere
with quality of life by impacting everyday life activities and
decision-making [4,5]. In addition, loss of employment status,
restricted social activities, and difficulties in inter-personal
relationships frequently occur during the disease [5].
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Such functional limitations may also relate to deficits of social
cognition. Social cognition is a human ability of making inferences
about mental states of other people. An important aspect of social
cognition is the capacity to interpret and predict mental states of
other people in terms of thoughts, intentions, desires, and beliefs
known as theory of mind (ToM), also referred as mentalizing.
ToM is enabled by decoding nonverbal cues, such as facial
expression, eye gaze, body gestures; and complex abstract
reasoning about verbal information [6]. Social cognition might
be independent or dissociable from general intelligence [7]. So far
a few studies have investigated social cognitive abilities of patients
with MS. These studies have demonstrated deficits both in facial
emotion recognition and cognitive inferences about complex
mental states of others [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16].
The neural basis of ToM abilities has been widely investigated
using advanced neuroimaging methods in healthy subjects and in
clinical conditions showing social cognitive impairment, particu-
larly in high-functioning autism and in schizophrenia
[17,18,19,20,21]. These studies support the hypothesis that
integrated fronto-temporal and temporo-parietal circuits are
involved in mentalizing. Main hubs of these networks were found
in the posterior superior temporal sulcus, temporo-parietal
junction, temporal pole, medial prefrontal cortex, anterior
cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and inferior parietal lobule,
as well as in the amygdala [6,17,22]. In addition, premotor and
parietal regions constituting the putative mirror neuron system
have been implicated when social meaning is extracted from
nonverbal cues [23].
Previously, two functional MRI studies have investigated the
brain activation during recognition of emotional face expressions
in MS [12,24]. One study found decreased insular and ventrolat-
eral prefrontal cortex activation in patients with MS showing
impaired recognition performance compared to the unimpaired
MS group [12]. The other study reported an increased activation
in the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus interpreted as a
compensatory mechanism [24].
Here, using quantitative MRI methods in patients with MS we
investigated (i) the impact of WM lesion load, and cortical atrophy
on ToM performance; (ii) we identified the topography of these
pathologies to explore neuroanatomic substrates, which if dam-
aged, impact mentalization ability.
Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement
The Research Ethical Committee of the Clinical Centre of the
University of Pecs approved the study, and written informed
consent was obtained from all participants. All patients with MS
included in the study had complete clinical and neurological exam,
during which capacity and ability to give consent for participation
in the study had been evaluated. All of the included patients had
been established to be fully able to give informed consent, and
there was no need to involve guardians due to compromised
capacity to consent. Healthy control volunteers had been recruited
from university students and staff of the Medical School of Pecs,
University of Pecs, and during an initial short interview capacity to
be fully able to give informed consent had been established. All
healthy participants gave written informed consent.
Participants
Forty-nine white patients with MS according to revised
McDonald criteria [25] were recruited from the Department of
Neurology, University of Pecs. Demographic and clinical charac-
teristics are presented in Table 1. Patients were eligible for the
study if the disease was clinically stable for at least 30 days, they
had no history of alcohol or drug dependence, major psychiatric
illness, neurological disease (other than MS), and gross visual
impairment. Each patient had clinical exam, neuropsychiatric
testing, and brain MRI on the same day. Physical disability was
assessed by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) [26]. At
the time of the study 40 patients (82%) received immunomodu-
latory treatment (glatiramer acetate, beta-interferon).
Two cohorts of healthy controls were used. For neuropsycho-
logical testing, we recruited 24 gender- and age-matched healthy
volunteers with no previous history of neurological dysfunction,
and normal neurological examination (Table 1). After we found
that thickness of particular cortical areas correlated with Eyes test
performance (see below) in the MS group, we recruited another
control group to measure their cortical thickness by MRI:
comparing MS and this control group, we assessed atrophy of
these cortical areas in MS. This second control group of 18 healthy
volunteers was gender and age matched to the first control group,
and its performance in the Eyes test was similar (Table 1,
Table 2).
Social Cognitive Testing and Psychometric Assessment
All tests were administered and have been validated in
Hungarian.
Tests of emotion recognition and mental state attribution
abilities from facial expressions. Computerized version of
the Faces test [27], and the Eyes test [28] were completed in a
single session. The stimuli were presented on separate slides after
each other.
Faces test: The Faces test consists of 20 photographs of the face of
the same white actress expressing different mental states [27].
Subjects were instructed to choose from two terms (one correct
and one incorrect) presented simultaneously below the photograph
the one, which best describes the presented facial expression. Each
correct choice scored one point.
Eyes test: The Eyes test consists of 36 photographs depicting only
the eye region of the face of different white individuals expressing
various mental states [28]. Participants were asked to choose from
4 mental state terms (one correct and three incorrect) presented
simultaneously at each corner of the photograph the one best
describes the displayed thought or feeling. Each correct choice
scored one point. In a control trial, subjects had to judge the
gender of each person on the photograph to control for possible
impairments in face perception, which could interfere with facial
expressions recognition.
Test of mental state attribution abilities from verbal
information. Perspective taking and reasoning about mental
and emotional states of others was evaluated with the Faux pas test
[29]. In a faux pas situation somebody unwittingly makes an
awkward comment not realizing that it might hurt another person.
To detect a faux pas, the participant has to simultaneously
understand the knowledge or beliefs of both characters in the
situation and appreciate the emotional states associated with them.
We applied 5 Faux pas tasks, and 5 control tasks presented in
random order using the same design. A short verbal story
containing a faux pas or a control situation was displayed on
computer screen. After reading a story, participants were asked to
answer two questions to evaluate proper interpretation of the read
situation. See example in Text S1. Correct comprehension scored
one point. A control task was used to assess basic story
comprehension.
Psychometric assessment. Depression was assessed with
the Beck Depression Inventory (DBI) a validated screening tool for
depressive symptoms [30]. The BDI evaluates self-reported
MRI Study of Mentalization in Multiple Sclerosis
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responses to a multi-choice questionnaire containing 21 items.
Anxiety was determined with the 20-item Spielberger Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [31]. The STAI consists of anxiety trait
and anxiety state evaluation on a 4-point rating scale. Cut-off
values were 16 and 54 for BDI and STAI, respectively.
MRI
MRI acquisition. MRI was performed on a 3T Magnetom
TIM Trio whole-body MRI scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen,
Germany) with a 12-channel phased array head coil. The
following sequences were performed: (1) T1-weighted three-
dimensional (3D) Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo
(MPRAGE) (TR/TI/TE=2300/900/1.9 ms, Flip Angle = 9u,
160 sagittal slices, slice thickness = 1.2 mm, field of
view= 2406256 mm2, matrix size = 2406256, band-
width = 240 Hz/pixel, scanning time ,5 minutes); (2) single-slab
3D fast spin-echo Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)
(TR/TE/TI= 6000/2200/334 ms, 144 sagittal slices, slice thick-
ness = 1.3 mm, field of view= 2086256 mm2, matrix
size = 2096256, bandwidth = 780 Hz/pixel, scanning time ,13
minutes).
MRI analysis. Total lesion load measurement: Field inhomoge-
neity correction was performed for FLAIR images by applying an
automated algorithm based upon entropy minimization [32]. A
neurologist [AM] with clinical and imaging experience in MS
blinded to clinical and neuropsychological findings outlined the
lesions, and generated binary lesion maps from MPRAGE and
FLAIR images, separately using a semi-automated thresholding
technique with the software 3D-Slicer, version 3.4 (http://www.
slicer.org). The method relies on user-guided specification of the
Table 1. Demographic data, clinical characteristics, results of social cognitive testing and psychometric assessment obtained in
patients with multiple sclerosis and group of healthy controls recruited for neuropsychological testing.
MS1 (n =49) Controls1 (n =24)
Gender: female/male (%) 31/18 (63.3/36.7) 13/11 (54.2/45.8)
Age (y): range (mean6StD) 20–61 (39.8269.31) 24–51 (36.7167.27)
Disease course: RR2/SP3 (%) 44/5 (89.9/10.1) NA
Disease duration (y): range (mean6StD) 0.5–21 (9.4966.19) NA
EDSS4: range (mean6StD) 0–6 (2.4361.71) NA
Faces test: range (median) 8–20 (17) 16–20 (19)
Eyes test: range (mean6StD) 16–30 (22.4763.37) 19–31 (25.6763.05)
Faux pas test: range (median) 3–10 (8) 5–10 (8)
STAI5: ratio of anxious subjects (%) 19/49 (38.78) 1/24 (4.17)
BDI6: ratio of depressed subjects (%) 9/49 (18.37) 0/24 (0)




4Expanded Disability Status Scale.
5Spielberg Trait Anxiety Inventory.
6Beck Depression Inventory.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082422.t001
Table 2. Results of Eyes test performance and MRI measures in patients with multiple sclerosis and group of healthy controls
recruited for MRI examination.
MS1 (n=49) Controls2 (n =18)
Gender: female/male (%) 31/18 (63.3/36.7) 12/6 (66.7/33.3)
Age (y): range (mean6StD) 20–61 (39.8269.31) 27–56 (38.2268.34)
Eyes test: range (mean6StD) 16–30 (22.4763.37) 21–29 (23.8162.43)
Total T1-lesion volume (mm3): range (median) 111.6–20000.4 (1524.0) NA
Total T2-lesion volume (mm3): range (median) 1362.4–110976.0 (20272.2) NA
Left FFA2 (mm): range (mean6StD) 1.74–3.60 (2.4060.38) 1.75–3.41 (2.4360.42)
Left TP3 (mm): range (mean6StD) 1.55–4.09 (2.7560.55) 2.29–4.64 (3.1160.68)
Right FEF4 (mm): range (mean6StD) 1.52–3.11 (2.2660.35) 1.67–2.86 (2.2260.37)
Cortical thickness data (left FFA, left TP, right FEF) have been obtained by the measure of the average cortical thickness of cortical areas showing correlation with Eyes
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intensity threshold range, which is manually adjustable during
lesion segmentation. The algorithm labels all pixels with signal
intensity within the set threshold range in the lesion area identified
manually by the user (Figure 1).
Analysis of regional white matter lesions within the white matter fiber
bundles: MRI images were processed with the freely available
Software Library tools of FMRIB (FSL, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.
uk/fsl). For parcellation of the WM lesions the International
Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM) DTI-81 Atlas [33] was
overlaid onto the binary lesion maps generated from MPRAGE
and FLAIR images of each patients. This WM fiber tract atlas,
which was originally derived from a diffusion tensor imaging
database of 81 normal subjects and normalized to the MNI-ICBM
template parcellates the WM of the two hemispheres into 50 fiber
bundles (Figure 1). During MRI processing brain extraction was
performed on patients’ MPRAGE and FLAIR images using Brain
Extraction Tool [34]. MPRAGE images were then spatially
registered into ICBM standard space (MNI152_T1_1 mm_brain,
16161 mm3/voxel) using a two-step process. First, brain-
extracted MPRAGE images were registered to the MNI152
standard brain image (12 degrees-of-freedom linear fit, correlation
ratio cost function) using the FMRIB Linear Image Registration
Tool (FLIRT) [35]. Second, the registration was further refined by
nonlinear registration using FMRIB’s Non-linear Image Registra-
tion Tool. Subsequently, an inverse transformation was applied to
warp the ICBM DTI-81 Atlas labels into the native space of
MPRAGE images. The brain-extracted FLAIR images were
registered to brain-extracted MPRAGE images (6 degrees-of-
freedom linear fit, correlation ratio cost function). To warp the
ICBM DTI-81 Atlas labels to native space of FLAIR images the
Figure 1. Assessment of total and regional T1 lesion volume in patients with multiple sclerosis. A. T1 hypointense lesions are shown on
a representative grayscale MPRAGE image (white arrows). B. Binary lesion map generated from outlined T1 hypointense lesions visualized in green.
C. WM fiber tract atlas registered into native space of the MPRAGE image. D. Labeled lesion map derived from the binary lesion map after
parcellation of the lesions with the use of the WM fiber tract atlas. The labeled lesion map was used to measure regional T1 white matter lesion
volumes within each individual fiber bundle.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082422.g001
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nonlinear transformation from standard space to native MPRAGE
image space was concatenated with the inverse of linear
transformation from native FLAIR space to native MPRAGE
space. The quality of all registrations was visually evaluated. The
T1 and T2 binary lesion maps were labeled in their own native
space using the transformed ICBM DTI-81 Atlas. The labeled
lesion maps were used to measure regional T1-weighted WM
lesion volume (rT1LV) and regional T2-weighted WM lesion
volume (rT2LV) in the individual fiber bundles (Figure 1). We
assessed the volume of each individual fiber bundle to calculate
their relative lesion content (Table S1, Table S2). All volume
measures were performed in patients’ native space.
Cortical thickness measures: We measured the thickness of the
neocortex throughout the whole brain on 3D MPRAGE images
using the automated reconstruction algorithm of the software
FreeSurfer, version 4.5 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu)
[36,37,38]. The entire cortex of the subjects was visually inspected
and in the MS group errors due to misclassifications of WM lesions
located close to the cortex were manually edited and automatically
corrected. In the MS group, the relationship between perfor-
mances in each mentalization tests and cortical thickness was
computed at each vertex point using general linear models
corrected for age [39]. Cortical regions showing correlation at
p,0.001 were displayed as significance maps on the FreeSurfer
averaged brain surface. Regions covering surface area $25 mm2
were manually outlined (region of interest [ROI]), and automat-
ically mapped back on the brain surface of each patient with MS
and participant of the healthy control group recruited for MRI
examination. The average thickness of ROIs was calculated for
each participant.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software version
18.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Distribution of the standardized
residuals of the dependent variables resulting from the applied
regression models of interest were analyzed by the Shapiro-Wilk
test. In cases of non-normal distribution, square root and
logarithmic transformations of the dependent variable data were
performed, and distributions of the standardized residuals were
examined with the same statistical method. Dependent variables
showing non-normal distribution were dichotomized by the
median.
Mentalization performance of patients with MS and healthy
controls were compared using ANOVA for Eyes test, and binary
logistic regression for Faces test and Faux pas test accounting for
confounding factors (gender, anxiety, depression).
Relationships between mentalization performance of patients
with MS and total T1- and T2-weighted WM lesion volumes
(tT1LV, tT2LV, respectively), regional T1- and T2LVs (rT1LV,
rT2LV, respectively), and cortical thickness of the ROIs account-
ing for confounding factors of gender, EDSS, anxiety, and
depression were analyzed with ANCOVA. Correlations between
Faux pas test and tT1- and tT2LV accounting for the confounding
factors were analyzed by binary logistic regression. Multiple
comparisons were corrected with Bonferroni method.
Cortical thicknesses of the ROIs correlating with the Eyes test
were compared between control group recruited for MRI
examination and total MS cohort, and MS subgroups with and
without social cognitive impairment using ANCOVA accounting
for age. We defined impaired social cognitive performance among
patients with MS as test performance 1 standard deviation below
the mean of the MRI control group’s performance.
To assess the contribution of regional WM lesion volumes and
cortical thicknesses of ROIs to the variance of Eyes test
performance, ANCOVA analyses were performed corrected for
gender, EDSS, anxiety, and depression.
All statistical testing were performed at Type I error = 0.05 for
single tests or family-wise Type I error = 0.05 for multiple testing.
Results
Comparison of Social Cognitive Performance between
Patients with MS and Healthy Controls
Results of social cognitive testing and psychometric assessment
are presented in Table 1. After correction for anxiety, depression,
and gender, patients with MS performed significantly poorer in
the Faces test (p = 0.006, OR=0.144) and in the Eyes test
(p = 0.007, R2= 0.276), but not in Faux pas test compared to the
group of 24 healthy controls.
Impact of White Matter Lesion Volumes on Mentalization
Performance of Patients with MS
We examined MRI correlations with all three mentalization
tests (Eyes test, Faces test, Faux pas test) even though performance
in Faux pas test was not deficient.
Effect of total white matter lesion volumes. Descriptive
data of the total lesion load measures are presented in Table 2.
After correction for the confounding factors (gender, EDSS,
anxiety, and depression), Faces test and Eyes test performance
showed correlation with tT1LV (p= 0.003, R2= 0.315, p = 0.034,
R2= 0.230, respectively), but not with tT2LV. No relationship was
found between Faux pas test performance and any of the two total
WM lesion measures.
Effect of regional white matter lesion volumes of major
inter-connecting tracts. We investigated the impact of region-
al T1-, and T2-lesions located within the inter-connecting fiber
bundles on mentalization performance of patients with MS. Only
tracts containing lesions in a considerable number of patients
($25%, $12 patients) were included in the statistical analysis: for
T1-lesions 21, and for T2-lesions 37 out of 50 fiber bundles
fulfilled these criteria (Table S1, Table S2). After correction for
confounding variables and using Bonferroni adjustment (for
rT1LVs: p,0.0024, for rT2LVs: p,0.0014) the Faces test
performance showed significant linear negative correlation with
rT1LV of the genu of corpus callosum (GCC) (p,0.001,
R2= 0.415), splenium of corpus callosum (SCC) (p,0.002,
R2= 0.332), left anterior corona radiata (ACR) (p,0.001,
R2= 0.41), right sagittal stratum including the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus (ILF) and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF)
(p,0.001, R2= 0.407), and left and right uncinate fasciculus (UF)
(p,0.002, R2= 0.325, p,0.001, R2= 0.468, respectively) (Table
S1). Faces test performance also showed correlation with rT2LV
of the GCC (p,0.001, R2= 0.369) and left Fornix (cres)/Stria
terminalis (p,0.001, R2= 0.471) (Table S2). The Eyes test
performance correlated with rT1LV of the splenium of corpus
callosum (SCC) (p,0.002, R2= 0.317) (Table S1), and did not
show correlation with rT2LV of any fiber tract (Table S2). The
Faux pas test performance did not correlate with rT1LV or
rT2LV of any fiber tract (Table S1, Table S2).
Impact of Cortical Thickness on Mentalization
Performance of Patients with MS
We explored the entire cortex to find correlations between
cortical thinning and mentalization performance after controlling
for age. Poor Faces test performance correlated with thinning of 3
cortical areas: left and right fusiform face area (FFA) of the
fusiform gyrus (BA19), and an area in the right entorhinal cortex
MRI Study of Mentalization in Multiple Sclerosis
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(BA28). After correction for anxiety, depression, gender, and
EDSS and using a Bonferroni adjustment (p,0.017), all ROIs
invariably remained significant (Table 3). Poor Eyes test
performance showed association with thinning of 5 cortical areas
(Figure 2, Table 3). After correction for the confounding factors
and using a Bonferroni adjustment (p,0.01), ROIs at the left
temporal pole in the anterior inferior temporal gyrus (Brodmann
area [BA] 20), left FFA of the fusiform gyrus (BA19), and right
caudal middle frontal gyrus (frontal eye field [FEF], BA8)
remained significant (Table 3). Faux pas tests did not correlate
significantly with cortical thickness of any brain areas.
Comparison of Cortical Thickness between Patients with
MS and Healthy Controls
To assess whether cortical ROI regions showing correlation
with poor performance in the Eyes test in the MS group are
atrophic, we measured their thickness in the control group of 18
healthy subjects recruited for MRI exam. When controlling for
gender, ANOVA test revealed significantly better Eyes test
performance in this control group compared to the MS group
(p = 0.044, R2= 0.082) (Table 2). Cortical thickness data of the
control group are shown in Table 2. The ROI in the left anterior
inferior temporal gyrus was significantly thinner in the MS group,
and the ROI in the left FFA was significantly thinner in the MS
subgroup with impaired Eyes test performance (19 out of 49
patients) compared to the healthy control group. The thickness of
the right FEF ROI did not differ significantly (Table 4).
Contribution of MRI Variables to the Variance of
Mentalization Performance
Multivariate regression analysis of the contribution of rT1LVs
and cortical ROIs showing significant correlation with the Faces
test performance showed that the rT1LV of the left UF
independently predicted the Faces performance (p = 0.031) and
accounted for a 65.1% variance of the performance. Regional
T1LV of the SCC (p= 0.046), cortical thickness of ROIs in left
FFA (p = 0.024), and left temporal pole (p = 0.002) independently
predicted the Eyes test performance, and accounted for 59.1% of
the variance of the performance. The right premotor area did not
remain significant (p = 0.088).
Discussion
The present MRI study investigated the impact of WM lesion
burden and cortical thinning on mentalization ability of patients
with MS. Exploration of brain areas, which structural damage
associate with impaired mentalization performance in MS may
point to neurophysiologic mechanisms involved in processing of
information of social relevance. In contrast to autism [19], MS
provided a model to investigate the effect of structural tissue
damage on mentalization in subjects with supposedly normal brain
development.
Mentalization ability was evaluated by tests of emotion
recognition from facial expressions (Faces test), mental state
decoding from eye gazes (Eyes test), and reasoning about mental
states from verbal stories (Faux pas test). After correction for
confounding effects of anxiety, depression, and gender, patients
with MS performed significantly poorer in the Faces test and Eyes
test compared to healthy subjects. These results obtained with an
MS cohort different from our previous study confirmed those
findings [9], and are in line with other previous reports
[8,10,11,12,13,14,15,16].
Poorer emotion and mental state recognition performances
from facial expressions and eye gazes showed relationship with
both WM and cortical gray matter damages measured by MRI in
patients with MS. The multivariate regression analysis has
demonstrated that both regional T1LV and cortical thinning of
certain focal brain areas may independently compromise the
mentalization performance, and as such both a disconnection
mechanism due to WM damage and the cortical gray matter
damage may contribute to impaired cognitive performance in MS.
After correction for confounding effects of gender, EDSS,
anxiety, and depression, both poorer Faces test and Eyes test
performance showed correlation with higher tT1LV. To examine
whether these relationships are specifically associated with
damages of specific WM fiber tracts, we measured the WM lesion
volumes in each major fiber bundle anatomically identified by a
WM fiber tract atlas [33] (Figure 1). To our knowledge, this
method has not been used before to correlate neuropsychological
data with regional lesion load in patients with MS. We have found
that poorer Faces test and Eyes test performances were related to
rT1LV of association fiber tracts interconnecting cortical regions
related to visual and emotion processing (GCC, SCC, right ILF
Figure 2. Cortical areas of which thickness correlated with Eyes test performance in patients with multiple sclerosis. Significance map
from general linear model analysis of 49 patients with multiple sclerosis is displayed at each vertex of the inflated standardized brain. After correction
for the effect of age, the Eyes test performance showed significant correlations (p,0.001) with cortical thickness of areas shown on the figure. P-
values are presented in the color bar (logarithmic value).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082422.g002
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and IFOF, and right and left UF). The SCC interconnects
identical posterior cortical areas (occipital, parietal, and temporal
lobes) of the two hemispheres largely involved in visual perception
[40]. Damage in the SCC showing association with both the Faces
and the Eyes test performance may disrupt the interhemispheric
integration of visual information resulting in deficient emotion
recognition and mental state decoding from facial expressions
[41,42,43]. This finding is concordant with previous studies
demonstrating that higher-order visual functions are impaired in
patients with complete callosotomy [44], and individuals with
agenesia of the corpus callosum perform poorer than controls in
facial emotion recognition tests [45]. Poorer Faces test perfor-
mance was also related to higher T1-lesion load of the right IFL
and IFOF. The ILF projects from the occipital cortex to the
anterior temporal lobe and amygdala. The IFOF connects the
occipital cortex to the orbito-frontal cortex passing through the
medial temporal cortex [46,47]. One study has provided evidence
that damages of these pathways are associated with impaired
emotion recognition from facial expressions [47]. Both rT1- and
rT2LV of the GCC correlated with the Faces test performance of
patients with MS. The GCC interconnects identical prefrontal and
premotor cortical areas [40], and as such contributes to integrative
processes of behavioral, emotional, and cognitive functions. The
UF projects between anterior temporal cortex and prefrontal
cortex with prominent projections to orbito-frontal areas [48], and
is known to be involved in the emotion processing. Regional
T1LV of left ACR also showed correlation with Faces test
performance. The ACR projects between frontal cortex and
subcortical gray matter structures [49], and was found to be part of
the executive attention network, play an important role in the
mediation of processing speed and decision-making. All of these
cognitive functions may be required for proper solving of the Faces
test [49,50].
With the exceptions of the relationships between Faces test
performance and rT2LV of the GCC and fornix/stria terminalis,
nor total and regional T2LV showed correlations with perfor-
mances of emotion and mental state recognition from facial
expressions. This may presumably be explained by the finding that
T1-hypointense lesions reflect more directly the severity of myelin
and/or axonal loss [51]. Previously, T1-hypointense lesions have
Table 3. Data of cortical thickness and area of brain regions showing correlation with the performance in the Faces test and Eyes










Faces test Left fusiform gyrus (fusiform face area) 1.834–2.881 (2.45360.25) 44–106 (72.73616.76) 0.001 0.345
Right fusiform gyrus (fusiform face area) 0.370–2.897 (2.1960.37) 63–130 (88.16614.84) 0.004 0.304
Right entorhinal cortex 1.815–4.031 (3.26260.36) 199–390 (291.67633.68) ,0.001 0.460
Eyes test Left superior parietal area 1.156–2.529 (1.90360.33) 36–72 (50.6769.10) 0.050 0.217
Left fusiform gyrus (fusiform face area) 1.737–3.596 (2.39760.38) 20–68 (35.8469.84) 0.007 0.282
Left anterior inferior temporal gyrus
(temporal pole)
1.552–4.088 (2.74860.55) 32–106 (58.82618.24) ,0.001 0.380
Right caudal middle frontal gyrus (frontal
eye field)
1.523–3.112 (2.25560.35) 20–45 (31.2766.42) 0.008 0.278
Right precentral gyrus 1.110–1.933 (1.43460.16) 37–75 (49.8866.35) 0.020 0.247
The relationships between average cortical thickness of the brain regions and mentalization test performances were further analyzed to account for confounding factors
(gender, EDSS, anxiety, and depression) potentially impacting mentalization, and were corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni method (p,0.017 for the
Faces test and p,0.01 for Eyes test). Significant correlations are shown in bold format.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082422.t003
Table 4. Comparison of mean cortical thickness of brain areas showing correlation with Eyes test performance between patients
with multiple sclerosis and healthy control group.
Region of interest
Talairach
coordinates ANCOVAa p (R2)
x y z MS1 vs. HC2 Impaired MS vs. HC
Non-impaired MS
vs. HC
left fusiform face area (BA19) 230 253 213 0.755 (0.003) 0.043 (0.125) 0.552 (0.017)
left temporal pole (BA20) 241 29 236 0.038 (0.101) 0.026 (0.182) 0.164 (0.055)
right frontal eye field (BA8) 28 11 45 0.762 (0.002) 0.223 (0.056) 0.285 (0.028)
acomparisons between patients with MS and HC were controlled for age.
1multiple sclerosis.
2healthy controls.
According to the performance in the Eyes test, patients with multiple sclerosis (n = 49) were divided into impaired (n = 19) and non-impaired (n = 30) subgroups.
Impaired social cognitive performance was defined as test performance 1 standard deviation below the mean of the performance of the healthy control group (n = 18)
recruited for the cortical thickness measure.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082422.t004
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been found as better predictors of cognitive impairment in MS
[51,52].
Cortical gray matter thinning was also found to relate to
mentalization performance of patients with MS. Secondary
neurodegeneration resulted from axonal injury in WM lesions,
cortical lesion formation, and primary neurodegenerative process-
es are presumed to play a role in cortical atrophy developing in
MS [53,54]. Correlation between neocortical volume loss and
cognitive decline in MS has been previously demonstrated [3,53].
Cortical thickness related to the Eyes test performance was found
atrophic at the left temporal pole in the MS group when
comparing to healthy controls and in the left FFA in the subgroup
of patients with MS with significantly impaired Eyes test
performance (Table 4).
All cortical areas identified in our study have been implicated as
neural nodes of large-scale neural networks involved in facial
expression and emotion processing, and in social cognition
[17,22,41,43,55]. Both poor Faces test and Eyes test performances
correlated with cortical thinning of the FFA (Table 3). The FFA is
considered as the core area of face perception, and its involvement
in facial emotion recognition has been demonstrated as well
[41,43,55,56]. Faces test performance was also related to cortical
thickness of the right entorhinal cortex (Table 3) implicated in the
emotion processing. The Eyes test performance showed correla-
tion with thickness of the left anterior inferior temporal gyrus at
the temporal pole (Table 3). The temporal pole is a known area of
mentalization by confronting the actually perceived social and
emotional signals with stored general knowledge about the world
including autobiographical memory and social scripts [17]. For
efficient mental state attribution in the Eyes test the visual stimuli
are explicitly matched with verbally described mental states, and
such integration of visual and contextual information might be
enabled by the temporal pole. This finding is supported by a
recent study showing task-related connectivity between the
temporal pole and fusiform gyrus during motivated processing of
emotional faces [57].
Correlation between cortical thickness of the right premotor
FEF (BA8) and Eye test performance (Table 3) may be linked to
the somatotopic organized mirror neuron system. The putative
human mirror neuron system involves premotor and parietal
regions [19,23,58], and is presumably involved in the processing of
socially relevant nonverbal information [23,59,60]. Recent studies
emphasize mirror neuron mechanism in the premotor cortex
when mental states are decoded from facial expressions
[57,58,59,61]. Premotor mirror neurons fire with an identical
pattern what would be required to the motor execution of an
observed facial expression [19,58]. The internally simulated facial
expression is matched with a corresponding affective state
experienced previously by the observer, and this enables the
understanding of the observed mental state [58]. In the Eyes test
participants have to decode social contents from eye gazes. We
presume that cortical thinning in the FEF results in an impaired
simulation mechanism of the somatotopic-organized mirror
neurons firing when eye gazes are observed. This result is in line
with a report demonstrating somatotopically organized activation
of premotor and parietal areas when viewing mouth, hand, and
foot motor actions [62].
Emotion decoding and mental state attribution from facial
expressions are processed by large-scale neuronal networks
specialized for information with social relevance [42,43]. Never-
theless, functioning of these pathways is dependent on the primary
visual perception. Recent studies in MS and other conditions with
brain damage provided evidence that emotion recognition from
faces may be impaired even with intact face identification ability
[12,13,16,47] suggesting specialized neural processing of facial
expressions mediating emotions and mental states. Damages in the
SCC, ILF, IFOF, and FFA may cause deficits in higher-order
visual and emotion processing. In addition, damage in the FEF
and temporal pole may cause deficit in brain functions specialized
for mentalization.
Recent studies have shown relationship between facial expres-
sion recognition deficit and other cognitive domains characteris-
tically impaired in MS [8,10,11,16]. However, in other studies
mentalization deficit in MS was independent from decline in other
general cognitive domains [13,14]. Multiple localizations of lesions
in MS may affect different neural networks at the same time.
Impairments in face processing, mental state attribution system,
and general cognitive functions (visual information processing
speed, attention, executive function) may additively contribute to
deficits of mental state decoding from visual clues in MS.
Except of the temporal pole, we did not find correlations
between mentalization performance and brain areas, which have
been previously implicated in neural circuits for making inferences
about mental states. This may be due to task-specific reasons: the
Eyes test and Faces test does not need the processing of contextual
social cues, which would engage these centers.
Faux pas performance was not different between patients with
MS and healthy controls. Sensitivity of the Faux pas test to detect
verbal mentalization deficit in MS has been found low [11,14]. In
addition, mentalization ability of patients with MS may be more
vulnerable in tasks, which require visual information processing.
As a limitation of our study the healthy control group recruited
for MRI scanning was not tested for anxiety and depression.
Therefore we could not include mood state indicators as
confounding factors into the statistical analysis and the model
can only explain 8.2% of the variation of the Eyes test
performance. Finally, we are aware that further studies with
higher number of participants are needed to reproduce the
findings and corroborate the results.
Conclusion
Our results demonstrated impaired emotion and mental state
recognition ability from facial expressions in patients with MS.
Cortical thickness measure throughout of the whole brain on a
vertex-to-vertex basis and lesion content assessment of each major
fiber bundle in patients with MS without a priori hypothesis about
possible anatomic substrates relating to mentalization performance
have provided evidence for the significance of specific WM tracts
and cortical brain areas associating with emotion and mental state
decoding from facial expressions and mentalization function.
Disconnection mechanism related to WM lesions and gray matter
damage in cortical hubs constituting neural networks may
independently compromise cognitive function in MS.
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